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Impacts of the ISPS code on port activities: a case study on Swedish ports The environmental risks are more
critical for companies to consider; nevertheless, they are uncontrollable events. On the other hand, in a port
with very low security even nonexistent , the ISPS code will dramatically change the security level, but the
current security level may very well be sufficient for the local need. Summary There have been numerous
studies that have been carried out on maritime security given the increased use of ships to transport cargo
between different ports and the resultant security threats. In recent decades, dependencies between companies
and their suppliers have increased Christopher et al. Generally, the hostile and illegal threats against ports in
Sweden are considered to be low. This paper addresses the impact of the ISPS code in a total port perspective,
which means that it does not distinguish one service from another but as combined parts of the port. Therefore,
logically, the problem with poorly trained security officers should disappear with the implementation of the
ISPS code. The plan shall address, at least, the following:. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the
implementation was mainly successful in fulfilling its main purpose. The impact of the ISPS code on each
ports security level is different depending on the local security need for each port. To evaluate the positive and
negative consequences of the ISPS Code on ship and port activities and facilities. This factor can be described
as illegal and antagonistic threats, of which terrorists are one type. With this said, the increased security level
in Swedish ports could lead to fewer problems with cargo crimes, like smuggling and theft, and also better
control in port areas Wengelin,  Fourgeaud, P. For instance, the activities performed in a container port are
different from the activities in an oil port. Second, the focus is now on addressing global issues and not just
local or national issues Sweet,  It should be stated that all of the ports that reported some problems about this
matter declared that an international identity document could solve it. In case of significant differences, they
were analysed to find the reasons. They were mostly from the southern region of Sweden, where most of the
Swedish ports are located. This conclusion is visible in the lower satisfaction level among smaller ports. With
this said, the results presented in this paper regarding this issue are incomplete due to the geographical
limitation that is used in this study. Khan, O.


